Abstract-Brain MRI is used to get deeper view of the brain conditions. Skull stripping is a major phase sometimes refers to a pre-process in MRI brain imaging applications which refers to the removal of brain non-cerebral tissues. Various algorithms have been developed to improve the effectiveness of stripping skull from MRI. Morphological algorithms of "Erosion" and "Dilation" are recursively applied together to remove the skull. Besides the removal of skull, "erosion" distorts some cerebral tissues due to the presence of falsebackground. So "Dilation" process is applied for the restoration. In this study, we improved the efficiency of stripping skull in MRI using systematic application of "Erosion" with AOI (Area of Interest) approach after the detection of false-background. Before applying "Erosion", a false back ground is detected. We identified the skull boundary through Dilation and then used scan line algorithm to fill the false background area. Consequently "Erosion" algorithm will only erode the AOI, resulting in the stripping of skull without any effect on the other tissues of the brain. Results show that the accuracy rate up to 95% is obtained and 43% efficiency is increased as compared to the different morphological techniques used previously.
I. INTRODUCTION MRI (Magnetic Resonance
) is a procedure used in hospitals to scan patients and determine the severity of certain injuries. An MRI machine uses a magnetic field and radio waves to create detailed images of the body. In MRI image processing, a lot of research has been done and still in progress for making it more effective and efficient. Whole brain segmentation is often regarded as an essential step in a neurological Image processing pipeline, because the subsequently performed steps benefit from the fact that only a small set of well known tissue types is left over (i.e. White Matter, Gray Matter, CSF and possibly tumor).Usually the major objective of these operations is to detect and extract tumor from the MRI. Besides the detection of tumor, finding accurately white matter signal abnormalities requires segmentation [2] . Numerous segmentation techniques have been developed [3] [4] [5] [6] . However, process of segmentation is distorted by the presence of non-brain tissue [7, 8] . For brain warping techniques, that is used to perform inter-subject studies; it is as well enviable to exclude all non-brain tissue from the matching process [9] .
Skull stripping in Brain MRI is very significant phase. Various literature upon the techniques used for brain skull stripping has been studied and written in [10] .
A technique that is to be used must be effective, efficient, reliable and fully automated. Different techniques have been developed and every technique has its own pros and cons. Some techniques are effective but very inefficient and vice versa. But the morphological techniques (Erosion and Dilation) used in [1] is an effective and fully automated but inefficient way of stripping skull. Erosion and Dilation are two basic operators in the area of mathematical morphology. These typically applied to binary images, but there are versions that work on grayscale images. As erosion is a technique which uses background and the foreground for the processing. In Brain MRI there is a particular intensity of the back-ground that appears before brain image. Unfortunately in brain MRI, the same intensity is appeared as a part of the brain. And this appearance is a false background. So in this scenario that algorithm would be unable to distinguish between the original back ground and the false background. Eventually the area around the false background will also be eroded, which causes distortion in the brain tissues along with the skull as shown in Fig. 1 No doubt, the information that is lost during the process of "Erosion" can also be restored by applying "Dilation" recursively. An experiment shows that almost 15 to 20 iterations of "Erosion" and same iterations for the "Dilation" are required upon an MRI for skull stripping. But distortion and then restoration results in extra processing. By applying erosion along with additional technique, which differentiates the false background with the original background, can make skull stripping more efficient. The basic idea is to erode the AOI. In this way distortion of the cerebral tissue is prevented and consequently the restoration processing can also be saved. By preventing "Erosion" to be performed at regions of false background, recursive "Dilation" upon these regions will be no more required. And there are a lot of MRI images, from where the skull has to eradicate. So at each iteration (performed at a particular MRI Image) a lot of processing can be saved. Back = set of all pixel values Original background As it is discussed that the value similar to the background with in the Boundary of the skull is a false background. Now if these values can be changed before the process of erosion then our goal can be achieved. The first thing is to identify the area where the false background is appeared. This is done by applying the "Dilation" only at once. It will detect the boundary as shown in Fig. 2 Let c be the color that is not a part of the brain MRI image and b is the color that is appeared as a boundary (i-e in Fig 3, it is red), As it is seen in fig, there are some spots of the color "b" (red), which shows the presence of false back ground, also the area between the skull and the brain is also a false background. Using the algorithm below, we will be able to fill those false points with the color which is not present in the MRI Image. In this way all points of false the value of false back ground changed from "f b " to "b". Eventually the original background and false background are distinctive. Now we need to just apply "Erosion". The last step is to restore the original value of "f b " by replacing it with "b" and results as shown in Fig. 4 can be produced.
III. RESULTS
No doubt the desired results can be achieved with the morphological processes of "Erosion" and "Dilation" to remove skull [1] , but cost and processing time is not efficient, which can be minimized by adopting the approach discussed in this paper. Fig (1) shows the image having skull stripped after the process of "Erosion" and "Dilation". To remove skull two processes are involved, which are recursively performed, taking much time.
If going with the approach of differentiating the false background with the help of scan line algorithm similar results can be achieved with significant improvement in efficiency. After detecting the brain object by applying the "Dilation" process just at once as shown in Fig (2) and false background detection with the help of altered scan-line algorithm, the "Erosion" can produce the result as shown in fig (3) , where no information is lost. And in this way recursive "Dilation" on an image is certainly not required, which is 50 percent of the total processing in stripping skull [1] .Single iteration of "Dilation" for detecting boundary and scan-line algorithm for the detection of false-background combines together to take 14 percent of the total time as compared to the process of recursive "Dilation" in [1] . In this way of skull stripping, 43 percent efficiency is increased with accuracy up to 95 percent. (Table I and II), as well as there is no lost of information as shown in fig. 4 . These tables clearly shows that almost 43 percent optimization can be achieved.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Applying erosion at AOI brings out significant results. This technique produces robust, accurate and fully automated skull stripping as compared to other techniques. Being a preprocess, it will increase the performance of Medical MRI imaging. Future work involves symmetric way of stripping the skull by altering some existing algorithms and finding more efficient and effective approaches for stripping skull.
